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Pet Pages – For the South West Florida Edition

Training For Family Pets & Service Dogs
• Private Lessons in Your Home
• Group Classes Around Town

No Prong, Chain or
Shock Collars.
Training done with
Lure & Reward
and/or Clicker.

email: SarasotaDogTrainer@gmail.com

Are You Listening?
stantly building up stress levels with no
extended relief. How about letting them
choose someone else to live with (they
are very good at telling you who they like).
Dogs that have jobs (such as Pet
Therapy & Assistance Service) can dislike what they do and need to switch
jobs, or take a break.
Dogs are good at mirroring us... if we
are upset, mad, full of anxiety; or moving
slower, breathing slower.., lots of times
they are too. Honor their feelings, respect
that they are not perfect; we are not, so
why should we expect them to be.
Dogs speak volumes, just listen...

In my job as a Professional Dog
Trainer, naturally I encounter a lot of
people and their dogs. There is one piece
of advice I can give to every single one of
you. Listen to your dog with your eyes,
your ears, and your spirit.
Take the time to slow down and really
watch your dog while being quiet yourself. Now your job is to find out exactly
what he doesn’t like. Maybe the gear is
pinching him, or maybe it has not been
used properly and needs to be associated with positive things. Maybe he gets
car-sick or reacts negatively in the car
as a result of a bad experience at his
expected destination.
How about dogs that live in the same
house and do not like one another, is it
fair to make them exist that way? Day
after day having to avoid conflict; con-
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